The value of the left atrial appendage orifice perimeter of 3D model based on 3D TEE data in the choice of device size of LAmbre™ occluder.
Preoperative optimal selection of the occluder size is crucial in percutaneous left atrial appendage (LAA) occlusion, and the maximal width of the LAA orifice is the main reference index, however it can not fully meet the practical operation requirements. We retrospectively analyzed three-dimensional (3D) transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) and computed tomography (CT) imaging dataset of the 41 patients who underwent LAA occlusion with LAmbre™ system. The LAA orifice parameters were overall evaluated to determine their role in device size selection. Eight LAA 3D models of the four cases who had been replaced their device during the procedure based on TEE and CT were printed out to verify the optimal parameter decision strategy. There was a significant concordance of the results between 3D TEE and CT in the LAA orifice evaluation. The correlations between the perimeter and maximal width measurements by 3D TEE and the closure disk of the device were stronger than that between the area measurements and the closure disk (r = 0.93, 0.95, 0.86, respectively and p < 0.001 all), and the result was similar to that by CT (r = 0.92, 0.93, 0.84, respectively and p < 0.001 all). The ratios of the maximal width to the minimal width of the four cases were all > 1.4, however the rest 37 cases were all ≤ 1.4. Based on the comprehensive assessment of the LAA orifice perimeter and maximal width of the 3D printed models, the experiments were all succeed just for one try. The LAA orifice perimeter of 3D printed model based on 3D TEE may help in choosing the optimal device size of LAmbre™, especially for the LAA with flater ostial shape.